What the Press had to say...

"That absolutely indispensable publication ... We need better research, the kind of research published inter alia in Indicator SA." Cape Times, August 1984.

"Indicator SA, an authoritative academic journal that attempts to come to terms with the facts behind what are otherwise emotive political issues." Business Day, January 1987.

'Indicator SA stands by the quality of editorial analysis and in-depth data it provides on current socio-economic trends ... such independent coverage has become essential for the serious business reader in contemporary South Africa.' Finance Week, July 1988.

'Indicator SA has achieved an enviable reputation for skilled, in-depth research ... its impartiality and accuracy are acknowledged. Indicator occupies a unique position in the information supply in our rapidly-changing society.' The Natal Mercury, July 1988.

'A special ten point strategy, which includes possible selective participation in the system, is spelt out in a special publication of the authoritative Indicator SA.' The Star, March 1989.
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